The Frequently Used Special Provision for Temporary Signs permits the use of the FHWA accepted 4 ft x 4 ft diamond sign design, designated as WZ-74, using a substrate made of ½ inch thick plywood. The FHWA WZ-74 acceptance letter only mentions aluminum and plastic sign substrates. Based on other testing with a 7 ft sign bottom height, the FHWA has determined that ½ inch plywood reacts similarly when compared to corrugated polypropylene and polyethylene plastic substrates, with a thickness of 0.4 inch (SafetyCor is the brand mentioned in WZ-74) or 0.080 inch thick aluminum during a crash test. Therefore, it is acceptable for use.

The WZ-74 designated sign does not require a Type A light on the corner if the sign sheeting is prismatic. Intermixing of WZ-74 designated 4 ft by 4 ft diamond signs and other NCHRP 350 accepted designs requiring a Type A light are permitted.

Please share this information with consultants and local agencies in your area.